Dear Members and Friends,

Thank you Tali Nates for being our first guest in our 20th anniversary speaker series with our book / film discussion group. Our guest this month is Adena Bernstein Astrowsky, the grandchild of two Holocaust survivors. Her grandmother often spoke to her about her experiences during the Holocaust, which had a profound impact on her life. She continues to honor her grandmother's life by writing her story: *Living among the Dead* and by speaking about her grandmother’s survival and lessons learned from the Holocaust.

Adena has dedicated her career to helping the most vulnerable of our society. She did this by prosecuting child sexual abuse cases and domestic violence cases within the Maricopa County Attorney’s Office. Currently, she works with federal agencies to extradite fugitives from countries abroad. Adena is the Vice President of the Phoenix Holocaust Association and a founding member of 3GAZ, a third generation Holocaust descendant group.

Adena’s greatest role, however, is as the mother of three very active teenagers. *Living among the Dead* can be found online at all major bookstores. You can join our discussion group here: GSI book / film discussion group | Facebook.

Thank you, and be well,

*Generations of the Shoah International (GSI)*

Membership in our interactive leadership listserv is open to leaders / representatives of landsmanschaften and other Holocaust-related groups. If your local survivor, second generation or third generation group has not yet delegated a representative to join the GSI interactive online discussion / listserv group, please join us now. We already have dozens of members throughout the USA and in other countries. This global interactive listserv is the fastest way to reach the survivor and their descendants’ communities: genshoah@gmail.com.

The form for event submissions may be found at: www.genshoah.org/contact_gsi.html. Please fill out the information requested in the text areas and submit it to us at genshoah@gmail.com. You must send
us your information no later than the 23rd of the month if you wish it to appear in the upcoming (next) month’s issue.

To search the newsletter by geographic area: Search by country for programs outside the USA or use the city and / or state abbreviations for those areas in the USA.

All times listed below are local unless otherwise stated.

Visit our GSI website at www.genshoah.org for updated information on new books, films, helpful links to Holocaust-related organizations and institutions, and more. Survivors, their children, grandchildren, and great-grandchildren are welcome to post contact information for their local groups on our website.

GSI has an “open” Facebook group that anyone can join and invite others to join. Feel free to introduce yourself to your brothers and sisters in the survivor and descendants’ community and communicate directly with them without having to be cleared by a third party. Use the Facebook group to find old friends and relatives. Join us and meet new friends. Our page is visible to Facebook members at www.facebook.com/groups/genshoah/. Joining Facebook is free and easy: www.facebook.com.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

USC Shoah Foundation announces new leadership

CONFERENCES

World Federation of Jewish Child survivors of the Holocaust & Descendants Conference
November 4 – 7, 2022
St. Louis Grand Marriott, St. Louis, MO

Annual Council of Holocaust Educators Conference
November 18, 2022, 8:00 am – 3:00 pm ET
Hybrid: Brookdale Community College, Lincroft, NJ / Zoom

Ontario History and Social Studies Teacher’s Association Conference:
Teaching About the Holocaust with Primary Sources
November 26, 2022
Montreal Holocaust Museum, Montreal, Quebec, Canada

Operation Reinhardt and the Destruction of Polish Jews
November 27 – 29, 2022
Polin Museum of the History of Polish Jews, Warsaw, Poland
UPCOMING WORKSHOPS & SEMINARS

**Media Literacy and the Holocaust: Inquiry-Learning**
Nov. 1, 2022 5:00 pm ET
Echoes & Reflections

**Legacies of Genocide: Mauthausen and its Memorialization**
November 2, 2022 12:00 noon ET
Kupferberg Holocaust Center, New York, NY

**Determination and Rescue: The Story of Holocaust Survivor Avraham Perlmutter**
Nov. 2, 2022 3:00 pm ET
Echoes & Reflections

Holocaust Teach-In

**Battling Indifference: How We Teach the Holocaust**
November 6, 2022
Online and In-Person at Gratz College, Melrose Park, PA

**Student Webinar Kristallnacht: A Teachable Moment**
Nov. 8, 2022 1:00 pm ET
Echoes & Reflections

**Teaching with Testimony: Cultivating Empathy and Academic Growth**
November 10, 2022 4:00 pm PT
USC Shoah Foundation

**Being Second Generation (Zoom)**
November 13, 2022, 11:00 am GMT
Jewish Community Centre, London, UK

**Holocaust Memory & Memorialization in the U.S.**
Nov. 14, 2022 3:00 pm ET
Echoes & Reflections

**How Jews Lived: Life Before the Holocaust - A Program for Teachers**
November 15, 2022 4:30 pm ET
Centropa, Zoom program

**Indigenous Genocide & the Holocaust**
Nov. 21, 2022 5:00 pm ET
Echoes & Reflections
**German-Polish seminar “Objects and Documents”**
December 4 – 8, 2022
International Youth Meeting Center, Oświęcim/Auschwitz, Poland

**The Alan Cornell US Campus Faculty Seminar**
June 5 – 15, 2023
Yad Vashem, Jerusalem, Israel

**UPCOMING EVENTS**

Now – November 4, 2022—Wiener Holocaust Library, **London, UK**
New Exhibition: *‘There was a time…’: Jewish Family Photographs Before 1939*

Now – November 6, 2022—Museum of Jewish Heritage, **New York, NY**
Exhibit: **Boris Lurie: Nothing To Do But To Try.** The exhibition of this Holocaust survivor’s art presents a portrait of an artist reckoning with devastating trauma, haunting memories, and an elusive, lifelong quest for freedom.

Now – November 13, 2022—US Army Airborne & Special Operations Museum, 100 Bragg Blvd., **Fayetteville, NC**
**Courage and Compassion: The Legacy of the Bielski Brothers**

Now – November 14, 2022—**Auschwitz-Birkenau State Museum, Poland**
*Stolen Memory exhibition* explains what happened to 14 persecutees and tells the story of the search for their families.  *Stolen Memory Exhibit online.*

Now – November 30, 2022—Terezin Ghetto Memorial, **Czech Republic**
**Documentary exhibition** about **Kurt Epstein**, a native of Roudnice nad Labem, who was imprisoned in Terezin and Auschwitz.

Now - November 30, 2022—Center for Jewish History, **New York, NY**
Theresienstadt Exhibition: *Last Stop Before the Last Stop*

Now – December 11, 2022—Holocaust Center for Humanity, **Seattle, WA**
Exhibit: **BESA: Muslim Albanians Who Rescued Jews During the Holocaust**.

Now – December 31, 2022—81 Brompton Rd, **London SW73LD, UK**
**Exhibit:** *Seeing Auschwitz.*

Now – January 1, 2023—New York Historical Society Museum & Library, **New York, NY**
Exhibition: **Confronting Hate 1937 - 1952.** In 1937, the American Jewish Committee (AJC) launched an unprecedented media campaign to combat the increase in antisemitism gripping the United States.

Now – January 22, 2023—Abraham Lincoln Presidential Library & Museum, **Springfield, IL**
Illinois Holocaust Museum exhibit: **Stories of Survival: Object – Image – Memory.**
Identity, Art and Migration: an online exhibition about seven artists persecuted by German Nazis, 1933-1945. These six artists: Anni Albers, Friedel Dzubas, Eva Hesse, Rudi Lesser, Lily Renée and Arthur Szyk emigrated to the United States, while one, Fritz Ascher, stayed behind in Germany, hiding in a basement for three years.

Exhibit: Survivors: Faces of Life After the Holocaust.

Lunch & learn: The Wave: America’s Infamous High School Experiment in Fascism with Mark Hancock.

America and the Holocaust – Talk Back Session with Michael Berenbaum.

Kristallnacht program from the perspective of those who were there: The Night of Crystal, of Broken Glass….of Terror: Reichspogrom.


The United States and World Fascism: Human Rights from the Spanish Civil War to Nuremberg and Beyond with Sebastiaan Faber.

Online Community-Wide Kristallnacht Commemoration with screening of the film Rebuilt From Broken Glass followed by a discussion and Q & A with Holocaust survivor Fred Behrend and director Larry Hanover.

Lecture: A Nazi Camp Near Danzig with Prof. Ruth Schwertfeger.

Eva Fleischner: Conscience and Courage presented by Dr. Carol Rittner, RSM. For more: ncche@setonhill.edu.

Join Sara Softness, the Museum’s Curator of Special Projects and Elizabeth Miseo, Collections Manager at the Boris Lurie Foundation for a special tour of Boris Lurie: Nothing To Do But To Try before it closes on November 6, 2022.
November 3, 2022, 6:30 pm CT—Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, Skokie, IL
On-site and online: **World War II Military Intelligence Training at Camp Ritchie** with Dr. David Frey, U.S. Military Academy. Fees.

November 4, 2022, 8:00 am ET—Sir Martin Gilbert Learning Centre, London, UK
Sir Martin Gilbert Book Club zoom meeting: *The Boys* hosted by Dr. Bethany Gaunt.

November 6, 2022, 11:00 am ET—The Generations After (Zoom), Washington, DC
**The Oldest Hatred: Fighting Back** with Mark Weitzman, COO of the World Jewish Restitution Organization, and Jonah Cogen, Director of Communication for the Committee for Accuracy in Middle East Reporting and Analysis (CAMERA).

November 6, 2022, 2:00 pm ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
Stories Survive: *The Extraordinary Life of Yaffa Eliach* discussed by her daughter Smadar Rosensweig.

November 6, 2022, 2:00 pm PT—Contemporary Jewish Museum; Goldman Hall, 736 Mission Street, San Francisco, CA
Screening of *Uprising* about the Warsaw Ghetto revolt. *Q & A with Jon Avnet*, Holocaust Scholar Dr. Michael Berenbaum, and Dr. Steven Meed, son of Vladka Meed, an organizer of the Warsaw Ghetto Uprising. In person and live stream.

November 6, 2022, 4:00 pm ET—Sousa Mendes Foundation, Greenlawn, NY
**Heroes of the St. Louis** with Dr. Hans Fisher (survivor), Scott Miller, and Jud Newborn.

November 6, 2022, 4:30 pm ET—University of Toledo Law Center, Toledo, OH
**The Trial of FDR**: live docudrama presentation written by Robert Krakow, attorney, playwright, and documentarian, putting FDR on trial for the US government’s decision to turn away the SS St. Louis on which 937 Jews were trying to escape Nazi Germany in 1939.
For more information: daniel@jewishtoledo.org

November 6, 2022, 6:00 pm ET—Holocaust Memorial Miami Beach, 1933-1945 Meridian Ave, Miami Beach, FL
Kristallnacht Commemoration in person and livestream. For information about seating and parking: info@holocaustmemorialmiamibeach.org

November 6, 2022, 8:00 pm (Israel)—Beit Theresienstadt, Kibbutz Givat Haim, Israel
**Transgenerational Transmission of Extreme Trauma - Scenic Memory of the Shoah** with Dr. Kurt Grunberg.

November 6, 2022, 9:00 pm (Israel)—Ghetto Fighters’ House Museum, West Galilee, Israel
**Let the World Read and Know: The Oneg Shabbat Archives** with Dr. Natalia Aleksiun and Dr. Katarzyna Person.

November 7, 2022, 1:00 pm ET—Greater Miami Jewish Federation, Miami, FL
*My Survivor* film discussion (Zoom) with Dr. Mindy Hersh
November 7, 2022, 4:00 pm ET—Greater Miami Jewish Federation, Miami, FL
*The Ethics of Rescue: True Stories Behind the Liberation of Bergen-Belsen* with author and 2G Dr. Bernice Lerner on Zoom.

November 7, 2022, 7:00 pm ET—Dolan Performance Hall, St. Elizabeth University, Morristown, NJ
*Kristallnacht Commemoration* featuring Rabbi Avi Friedman, Cantor Janet Roth, 2G author William Reszelbach and Holocaust survivor Maud Dahme.

November 8, 2022, all day—Greater Miami Jewish Federation, Miami, FL
Screening of the film *1945*. (Recommended for adults)

November 8 – December 20, 2022—University of Louisiana at Lafayette, Lafayette, LA
University of Arkansas Libraries, Fayetteville, AR
Billings Public Library, Billings, MT
Juneau Public Libraries, Juneau, AK

US Holocaust Memorial Museum traveling exhibit: *Americans and the Holocaust*

November 8, 2022, 1:00 pm ET—Classrooms Without Borders, Pittsburgh, PA
*Kristallnacht: A Teachable Moment* with Sheryl Ochayon of Yad Vashem.

November 8, 2022, 7:00 pm PT—Fish Interfaith Center, Chapman University, Orange, CA
Interfaith Service of Remembrance for *Kristallnacht* with Jeffrey Kopstein.

November 9, 2022, 9:00 am ET—Greater Miami Jewish Federation, Miami, FL
Live performance on Zoom of *The Education of Herschel Grynszpan* featuring actor Avi Hoffman and playwright and composer Yale Strom.

November 9, 2022, 11:00 am ET—Greater Miami Jewish Federation, Miami, FL
*Messages From Survivors* with co-founders of The Memory Project Productions Rosalyn Jacobs and Laurie Weisman. Zoom.

November 9, 2022, 2:00 pm GMT—Belsize Square Synagogue, London NW3, UK
84th Anniversary of Kristallnacht: featuring Kindertransport refugee Bob Kirk BEM and Lily Shaw, daughter of Robert Shaw, who will recall the Reichspogrom. RSVP: susan@ajr.org.uk

November 9, 2022, 4:00 pm ET—Drew University, Madison, NJ
Kirstallnacht Commemoration: *My Family’s Story as Refugees* with Dr. Monica Strauss

November 9, 2022, 6:00 pm ET—Kupferberg Holocaust Center, Queensborough Community College, CUNY, New York, NY
Annual Kristallnacht Commemoration. Keynote: *Stones of Memory* with Dr. Ruth Mandel.

November 9, 2022, 6:00 pm CT—Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, Skokie, IL
On-Site Commemoration: Kristallnacht 84 Years Later: Special Performance of *The Suitcase* starring Tim Lorach.
November 9, 2022, 6:00 pm PT—King David Memorial Chapel, 2697 E. Eldorado Lane, Las Vegas, NV
**Kristallnacht Commemoration** film and conversation: *The Little Known Story of Wilfred Israel* with special guest Director **Yonatan Nir**. For more: gsi@genshoah.org

November 9, 2022, 7:00 pm ET—Montreal Holocaust Museum, Montreal, Canada
In person **Commemoration of Kristallnacht**

November 9, 2022, 7:00 pm ET—Mercer County College & William Paterson University, NJ
**Zoom Kristallnacht Commemoration:** *Warnings: Kristallnacht -- Then and Now* with Dr. **John K. Roth**, Edward J. Sexton Professor Emeritus of Philosophy, Claremont McKenna College

November 9, 2022, 7:00 pm ET—Kean University (Zoom), Union, NJ
**Footsteps of My Father: A Story of Courage, Resilience and Honor** in **Commemoration of Kristallnacht and Veterans Day**: film about Master Sergeant Roddie Edmonds who risked his life by not turning over hundreds of Jewish soldiers in the POW camp where they were held prisoner by the Germans. Remarks and Q&A by Roddie Edmonds’ son, **Pastor Chris Edmonds**.

November 9, 2022, 7:00 pm ET—Center for Holocaust, Human Rights & Genocide Education, Lincroft, NJ
**Zoom** **Ethical Framings of History: From the November Pogrom to the Nuremberg Trials** with Professor **Jessica Kahkoska**.

November 9, 2022, 7:00 pm ET—Cecilian Hall, Seton Hill University, Greensburg, PA
**Kristallnacht Commemoration:** watch Holocaust survivor Solange Lebovitz’s testimony. For more: ncche@setonhill.edu

November 9, 2022, 7:30 pm ET—Center for Jewish History, New York, NY
**Live Concert:** *Kristallnacht and Its Aftermath*

November 10, 2022, 9:00 am ET—Greater Miami Jewish Federation, Miami, FL
**Theresienstadt: Story of the Ghetto Through Its Art, Music and Poetry** with Yad Vashem educator **Liz Elsby** on Zoom.

November 10, 2022, 1:00 pm ET—Greater Miami Jewish Federation, Miami, FL
**Zoom film discussion:** *The Tattooed Torah* with Dr. **Miriam Klein Kassenoff**. Recommended for students in grades 5 – 8.

November 10, 2022, 1:30 pm ET—United Nations Headquarters, New York, NY
In person and online: **Music and the Holocaust History, Memory, and Justice**

November 10, 2022, 2:00 pm MT—Arizona Jewish Historical Society, Phoenix, AZ
**Zoom book discussion:** *Into That Darkness: An Examination of Conscience* based on hours of interviews with Franz Stangl, commandant of Treblinka. Discussion led by Mary Ellen Page.
November 10, 2022, 7:00 pm GMT—Sir Martin Gilbert Learning Centre, London, UK
Zoom event: Mission France: The true history of the women of Special Operations Executive with Dr. Kate Vigurs.

November 10, 2022, 7:00 pm ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
The Disappearance of Josef Mengele book talk (virtual) with author Olivier Guez.

November 11, 2022, all day—Greater Miami Jewish Federation, Miami, FL
Zoom film screening of The Ritchie Boys.

November 11, 2022, 10:00 am ET—Raritan Valley Community College, Branchburg, NJ
Online discussion: Books for Change will discuss The School That Escaped the Nazis by Deborah Cadbury. To register, email Michelle.Edgar@raritanval.edu.

November 11, 2022, 1:00 pm ET—Annunciation Center Flex Classrooms, St. Elizabeth University, Morristown, NJ
Lunch and Learn with author Robin Black discussing her new text, The Story of a Hidden Child.

November 13, 2022, 9:30 am PT—Jewish Culture & Holocaust Remembrance Group, Carlsbad, CA
Escape, Evasion, and Survival with authors Marc Stevens, David Tabasky, and musical guest Judith Tellerman.

November 15, 2022, 12:00 pm ET—Holocaust Center for Humanity, Seattle, WA
Lunch & learn: Besa: Muslim Albanians Who Rescued Jews During the Holocaust with Marlene Yahalom, PhD.

November 15, 2022, 6:30 pm GMT—Wiener Holocaust Library, 29 Russell Sq., London, UK
Book and Travelling Exhibition launch: Anti-Antisemitism and Fighting Antisemitism from Dreyfus to Today

November 15, 2022, 6:30 pm ET—LBI, Center for Jewish History, New York, NY
Film screening and discussion: Dear Fredy: Sexuality and Politics in the Theresienstadt Ghetto, the story of Fredy Hirsch, a gay, Zionist athlete who headed the youth department of the Theresienstadt Ghetto. Following the screening, LBI’s Head of Public Outreach, Michael Simonson, will discuss Hirsch’s life, as well as the topic of sexuality in concentration camps. Live.

November 15, 2022, 7:00 pm GMT—Sir Martin Gilbert Learning Centre, 57 North Rd, London, N6 4BJ, UK
In-person book talk: The SS Officer’s Armchair: Uncovering the Hidden Life of a Nazi with Dr. Daniel Lee.

November 15, 2022, 7:00 pm ET—LaPenta School of Business, 715 North Ave, Iona University, New Rochelle, NY
Kristallnacht Program: Dr. Rafael Medoff, noted historian, author, and lecturer will discuss FDR’s Response to Kristallnacht.
November 15, 2022, 7:00 pm ET—MorseLife Next Generations, West Palm Beach, FL
**Talk with Two Authors: Joel Poremba and Henry Michalski.** Two children of Holocaust Survivors who turned their family histories into award-winning books share their parents inspiring stories and the lasting impact it had on their lives.

November 16, 2022, 12:00 noon ET—American Society for Yad Vashem, New York, NY
**ASYV virtual book club: Lily’s Promise: How I Survived Auschwitz and Found the Strength to Live** featuring Dov Forman, co-author and great-grandson of author and Holocaust survivor, Lily Ebert.

November 16, 2022, 1:00 pm ET—US Holocaust Memorial Museum, Washington, DC
**First Person** conversation with Holocaust survivor Arye Ephrath.

November 16, 2022, 6:30 pm ET—Stricker Center, Temple Emanu-El, One E. 65th St, New York, NY
**Feeding the Will to Endure: Recipes from the Old World by the Auschwitz-Birkenau Survivors.**

November 16, 2022, 7:30 pm ET—Center for Jewish History, New York, NY

November 17, 2022, 7:00 pm ET—Holocaust & Human Rights Education Center, White Plains, NY
**Memory Keeper Story Hour - Michael Gyory:** the story of his cousin, Agi Keleti, Holocaust survivor and female Olympic gymnast who is now 101 years old.

November 20, 2022, 10:00 am CT—Samson Family JCC, Milwaukee, WI
**The Tower of Life: The Role of the Individual Story in Holocaust Education** with author Chana Stiefel.

November 20, 2022, 2:00 pm—Sousa Mendes Foundation, Greenlawn, NY
**Meyer Weisgal – A Forgotten Zionist Visionary**

November 20, 2022, 8:00 pm (Israel)—Beit Theresienstadt, Kibbutz Givat Haim, Israel
**Jewish Roots in Bohemia and Moravia with Randy Schoenberg.** Zoom

November 21, 2022, 7:00 pm ET—Marlene Meyerson JCC, 334 Amsterdam Ave, New York, NY
**Screening** of the film *Reckonings*, a chronicle of the process of negotiating German reparations for the Jewish people.

November 23, 2022, 18:00 (UK)—Barnard’s Inn Hall, Gresham College, London, UK
**Lives in Limbo: Jewish Refugees in Portugal, 1940 – 1945** with Professor Marion Kaplan. In person and online.

November 29, 2022, 7:00 pm GMT—Sir Martin Gilbert Learning Centre, London, UK

November 29, 2022, 7:00 pm ET—Center for Jewish History, New York, NY
New York premiere screening of *I Am Free … But Who Is Left?*, a new documentary about a family in Hrubieszów, Poland during the Holocaust.
November 29, 2022, 7:00 pm ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY

November 29, 2022, 7:00 pm ET—STEM Auditorium, 1075 Morris Ave, Union, NJ
Musical Theater and Nazi Era Narratives: Exploring a Complex History with Dr. Judah Cohen. For more: agoldber@kean.edu or 908-737-4633.

December 1, 2022, 12:00 pm ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
Stories Survive with Wendy Sandler, daughter of survivor Rita Kaplan Lowenstein.

December 4, 2022, 7:00 pm ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
Virtual book talk: Hitler’s Girl with author Lauren Young. Suggested donation.

December 4, 2022, 8:00 pm (Israel)—Beit Theresienstadt, Kibbutz Givat Haim, Israel
Nazi Medicine: Hitler or Hippocrates? Dr. Tessa Chelouche. Zoom

December 6, 2022, 12:00 noon PT—Holocaust Center for Humanity, Seattle, WA
Lunch & learn: Unpacking Threads of Trauma with Gail Gaspar

December 18, 2022, 8:00 pm (Israel)—Beit Theresienstadt, Kibbutz Givat Haim, Israel
The Doctors of Theresienstadt: Agency in the Midst of Oppression with Dr. Tessa Chelouche. Zoom

January 3–February 14, 2023—Library of Hattiesburg Petal & Forrest County, Hattiesburg, MS
Petoskey District Library, Petoskey, MI
Metropolitan Library System, Oklahoma City, OK

US Holocaust Memorial Museum traveling exhibit: Americans and the Holocaust.

January 20 - March 3, 2023—Chattanooga Public Library, Chattanooga, TN
US Holocaust Memorial Museum traveling exhibit: Americans and the Holocaust

FYI... FOR YOUR INFORMATION

FYI... Online newsletters
Hidden Child Vol 25—October 2022
Sir Martin Gilbert Book Club
Yad Vashem October 26, 2022
FYI… From the Wiener Library in the UK…In November the Library is hosting the latest events in our Recovery & Repair Programme, raising awareness of the International Tracing Service Digital Archive, and its application in both academic and family research. On 23 November we'll be hosted at Holocaust Centre North in Huddersfield, and on 24 and 25 November the team will be at Leeds Central Library.

This series of free events offers the chance to view our temporary exhibition *Fate Unknown: The Search for the Missing after the Holocaust* as well as the opportunity to hear from its curators and ITS Digital Archive researchers to learn more about this remarkable collection.

FYI… Holocaust Museum LA is partnering with the International March of the Living to send one of the first delegations designed for 2Gs and their families to Poland and Israel next spring. For those unfamiliar with the March of the Living, the trip is essentially a week in Poland, followed by a few days in Israel. During the time in Poland, you will join 10,000 people from many countries as you march three kilometers from Auschwitz to Birkenau on Yom HaShoah. You will also spend Yom Ha'atzmaut, Israel's memorable 75th birthday, in Israel.

You can learn more about the program by clicking on frequently asked questions. The program will begin in Krakow on Monday, April 17th and end in Warsaw on Sunday, April 23rd. For those who are interested in continuing on to Israel, departure to Israel will take place on Sunday, April 23rd and will conclude in Jerusalem on Wednesday, April 26th. As torchbearers, we will remember those who perished and honor the legacy of those who survived.

Application Link: https://www.motl.org/apply/hmla/. If you have any questions, please contact Michael Morgenstern at Holocaust Museum Los Angeles at michael@hmla.org

FYI… The Museum of Jewish Heritage will conduct a year-long series of roundtable classes focused on special topics raised in the Museum’s new exhibition, *The Holocaust: What Hate Can Do*. Each class will be moderated by Professor Judy Tydor Baumel-Schwartz, scholar at Bar-Ilan University and member of the exhibition’s curatorial team and will feature a rotating roster of scholars and experts.

This class meets every other month on Mondays from 12:30 PM to 1:30 PM. Register for classes individually or purchase the full series as a bundle. Registrants will receive a recommended reading list before each class.

**Museum Members:** $18 per class or $96 for the full class series
**Nonmembers:** $36 per class or $198 for the full class

*FYI… From The Museum of Jewish Heritage: Why We Remember: The Concept of Postmemory with Dr. Marianne Hirsch,* a three-session course exploring the concept of “postmemory,” starting Monday, January 9, 2023 and meeting weekly on Mondays from 6 to 7:30 PM ET. Fees. Postmemory is the powerful relationship the descendant generations have to the personal, collective, and cultural trauma of survivors of the Holocaust and other violent histories.

**Class schedule**
**Monday, January 9:** What is Postmemory?
**Monday, January 16:** How has Postmemory Shaped the Private and Public Memory of the Holocaust and Other Catastrophic Histories?

**Monday, January 23:** The Arts of Postmemory: A Conversation with Postmemorial Artist Mirta Kupferminc

*FYI…* The Haberman Institute is offering a 6-week class *Justice or Vengeance in Post-Holocaust Jewish Cinema.* Fees.

*FYI…* Messages From Survivors is a new traveling exhibit by The Memory Project Productions. Six short videos illuminate the Holocaust experiences of a couple who met in a forced labor camp. Forty years of recordings show four generations of a survivor’s family sharing history, life challenges and celebrations. Six scalable informational panels put their experiences into historical context. It’s a short, concise view of the Holocaust with emotionally impactful messages from survivors told using testimony, art, and photos.

Preview the exhibit and films here through November 30, 2022. For information about licensing the exhibit or videos for use, contact, Laurie Weisman, info@memoryprojectproductions.com  
https://memoryprojectproductions.com/messages-from-survivors-pr

Replicas of precious family photos and stories are available as handouts. They contain poignant messages and thought-provoking questions as well as links to the videos.

The Memory Project Productions is a non-profit organization devoted to combating antisemitism and bigotry through art and remembrance.

*FYI…* Many virtual programs on the Holocaust have been held during the COVID-19 virus shutdown and beyond. Here are some of them:

- September 29, 2022: [Remembering the Holocaust in the United Kingdom](#)
- October 3, 2022: [Science that Maimed](#)
- October 4, 2022: [Forgotten, Ignored, and Distorted Histories of Romani People: Past and Present](#)
- October 17, 2022: [Eyewitness to History: Holocaust Survivor Rose-Helene Spreiregen](#)
- October 19, 2022: [First Person with Holocaust Survivor Frank Cohn](#)
- October 20, 2022: [Museums of the Future](#)
- October 21, 2022: [Eyewitness to History: Holocaust Survivor Alfred Munzer](#)
- Click here for past videos from the Anne Frank House
- Click here for past videos from the Arizona Jewish Historical Society
- Click here for past videos of the Association of Jewish Refugees
- Click here for past videos from Beit Terezin
- Click here for past programs from the Center for Jewish History
- Click here for past programs from Classrooms Without Borders
Click here for past webinars from Echoes and Reflections
Click here for past videos from the Ghetto Fighters’ House
Click here for past 3GNY WEDU Wednesday speaker presentations
Click here for past programs from the Holocaust Center for Humanity
Click here for past programs from the Holocaust and Genocide Research Partnership
Click here for past programs from the Holocaust Memorial Center, Farmington Hills, MI
Virtual Program Recordings | Holocaust Memorial Resource & Education Center of Florida (holocaustedu.org)
Click here for past programs from Holocaust Memorial & Tolerance Center of Nassau County
Click here for past programs from the Holocaust Museum Los Angeles
Click here for past programs from the Illinois Holocaust Museum
Click here for past programs from the Jewish Culture and Holocaust Remembrance
Click here for past programs from the Jewish Foundation for the Righteous
Click here for past programs from the Jewish Study Center
Click here for past programs from the Johannesburg Holocaust and Genocide Centre
Click here for past programs from the Kupferberg Holocaust Center
Click here for past programs from the Lappin Foundation
Click here for past programs from Liberation 75
Click here for past Martin-Springer Institute programs
Click here for past programs from the Museum of Jewish Heritage
Click here to view recordings of past programs from the Sara and Sam Schoffer Holocaust Resource Center at Stockton University. Additional videos may also be found here.
Click here for past Sousa Mendes Foundation programs
Click here for past programs from the Temple Emanu-El Streicker Center
Click here for past programs from The Olga Lengyel Institute (TOLI)
Click here for past Facebook programs hosted by the US Holocaust Memorial Museum
Click here for 2021 First Person programs hosted by the US Holocaust Memorial Museum
Click here for past programs from the USC Shoah Foundation Institute
Click here for past videos from the Wiener Library
Click here for past Ray Wolpow Institute Noémi Ban Memorial Collection programs
Click here to view recordings from Yad Vashem recent lectures you may have missed. Additional lectures for further exploration are available here.
Click here for past programs from Yeshiva University
Click here for past programs from YIVO

FYI… For the latest on the Baltics

FYI… Articles, videos, podcasts, and slide shows in the news…Note: links were active when the newsletter was written but some links may now have been deactivated by the publisher. If a link doesn't work, you can look for the story using a search engine, e.g., Google, Yahoo, or others.

Across Borders: International

Auschwitz Was Not Bombed Because the World Didn’t Care
I.B. Singer’s Language of Everyday Life
Baghdad Bob Redux
Nazi monuments removed amid ongoing Forward investigation
Author Speaks At Death March Site To Commemorate Remarkable Story Of His Father Escaping Twice From The Holocaust
Facts vs. Fictions
Holocaust denial online is on the rise -Opinion
Hitler-Loving Palestinian Journalist Handed Prestigious Award, Invited on Reuters Panel With CNN’s Christiane Amanpour
Palestinian Journalists Jump to Defend Hitler-Loving Colleagues

Australia

Life lessons shared
National survey reveals a quarter of Australians lack knowledge about the Holocaust
'It is up to us'
Holocaust Museum For Brisbane's Cathedral Precinct
Late Artist And Holocaust Survivor Feliks Tuszynski's Creative Pad Awaits New Owner
Soccer fan who made "Hitler salute" banned for life in Australia

Canada

Montreal Holocaust survivor who 'kept ahead of the Nazis' turns 100
Holocaust survivor Victor David celebrates 100th birthday
Child Survivor of the Holocaust - aish.com
The story behind the story of a mother's Holocaust secret

Province of Manitoba | News Releases | Manitoba Government Adopts International Holocaust Remembrance Alliance's Definition of Antisemitism
One year after pledging to promote Holocaust remembrance and combat antisemitism at the Malmö International Forum, the Government of Canada remains steadfast in its commitment.

Uncovering A Family History Of Holocaust Survival

Antisemitic video spurs North Bay, Ont., school to educate students about the Holocaust | CBC News

Harasser of Holocaust survivor nearly car rams Canadian Iran protesters

**France**

French Feminist Rabbi Captivates Multifaith Crowds With Musings on Mortality

Biopic of French politician and Holocaust survivor defies critics

**Germany**

Bertelsmann Admits to Nazi Past | DW | 09.10.2002

Hitler and The Boxheim Documents - aish.com

Gunter Deming: Creator Of The Largest Holocaust Memorial Turns 75

German far-right politician 'danced' on Holocaust memorial

German synagogue reports shattered window during Yom Kippur services

Speech by Foreign Minister Annalena Baerbock at the Shimon Peres Prize award ceremony

'Historian of the Holocaust' Saul Friedländer at 90 | DW | 11.10.2022

Israeli Author Etgar Keret At The Jewish Museum Berlin

Auschwitz survivor and Sinti and Roma advocate dies at 98

Shortcomings Of German Remembrance Culture Fail In The Face Of Russia's War

Soul To Sole Project Restores Irreplaceable Holocaust Artifacts

The courageous German 'orchestra' that tried (and failed) to stop Hitler

Wall Street Journal Writer’s Book About a Holocaust Hero Joins the Frankfurter

German Supermarket Chain Promotes Holocaust Memoir As 'Relaxing Holiday Read'

**Hungary**

Why Hungary’s Jews Are the Safest in Europe - The American Conservative

**India**

What is anti-Semitism and why is it finding a new voice across the globe?

Holocaust Literature: Stories About Heinous Crimes Nazis Perpetrated Against Jews

**Israel**

Yad Vashem Museum: Journey back to vanished world
'Jews are not welcome': Photos of Jewish life on the eve of the Holocaust
A truth that must stay secret
Post-Holocaust Jewish ‘honor courts’ channeled some survivors’ desire for revenge
Film lauds WWII partisan chief who found Hitler’s V2s, died in Israel in obscurity
Yom Kippur: Holocaust survivor tells of Kol Nidre prayer in Auschwitz
Grapevine October 20, 2022: Diplomat who saved Jews during Holocaust
'Growing Up With Holocaust Trauma, I Never Heard Of Jewish Heroines Standing Up To Nazis'
Recipes in this Holocaust survivors’ cookbook nourished souls during and after WWII
Ukrainian Holocaust Survivors Celebrate The High Holidays In Israel For The First Time
Education Ministry warns private firms not to plan youth Holocaust trips to Poland
Amos Oz's 'A Tale of Love and Darkness' returns to Jerusalem
A New Film About Adolf Eichmann's Trial Sees The Event Through The Eyes Of Israel
Mohamed Hadid compares Zionists to Hitler in new Instagram post
Italy
Holocaust survivor opens Italian Senate as far-right prepares to govern country
Holocaust-surviving lawmaker opens Italy's Senate, even as the far-right takes office
Holocaust survivor oversees start of rightist Italian parliament
Jamaica
B’nai Brith highlights Jamaica’s role saving Jewish refugees fleeing the Holocaust
Lithuania
‘Jerusalem of Lithuania’ remains witness to the horrors of the Nazi genocide and their willing collaborators
In Lithuania, new artworks commemorate the lost Jewish community of Kaunas
In Kaunas, a British artist shines light on Holocaust massacre forgotten by locals
Lithuania marks 81 years since Nazis liquidated Vilnius Ghetto
Netherlands
10-year Anniversary of Europe’s Premier Holocaust Publisher
Poland
Jews are still a part of the Polish story
The forgotten ghetto in the heart of Gdansk
Researchers stumble across mass grave while looking for father and son's bodies

Two Polish women honoured by Yad Vashem as 'Righteous among the Nations' – J-Wire

Poland Summons Israeli Envoy Over Misleading Remarks On Youth Holocaust Trips

A Sukkot surprise in Auschwitz - opinion

Schwarzenegger’s ‘I'll be back’ Auschwitz message raises eyebrows

"Saw Bodies Hanging From The Trees": Arnold Schwarzenegger Recalls Mother's Horrifying Experience During War That Left Her Scared For Life

Spain

Nazi sympathizers charged with antisemitic vandalism in Spanish town once named Fort Kill the Jews

Sweden

Swedish party official suspended after Anne Frank posting

UK

How the first report from Belsen shocked the world

John Amery: Britain's Nazi traitor - BBC Reel

'House on the hill' – forgotten history of how Jewish refugee centre changed Glasgow

Beloved Gran Who Survived Horrors Of The Holocaust Strangled In London Hotel Room

Hannah Goslar, Anne Frank's Friend And Holocaust Survivor Dies Aged 93

Holocaust survivor Hanna Pick-Goslar passes away at 93

Holocaust-denying bishop holds hate services in London library

The horror of Auschwitz in pictures

Wiener's Exhibit Offers Snapshot Of The Life Before The Shoah

Seeing Auschwitz photographic exhibition opens in London

In London exhibition, snapshots of Jewish life soon to be shattered by the Holocaust

The Teen Who Tried To Warn The World About Auschwitz

The Exit of the Trains review – deeply moving first-hand accounts of Holocaust atrocity

'It was the worst betrayal' - a Jewish champion's survival story

Ordinary Victims: Ordinary Heroes

Opinion: At last, a platform to tell our Jewish story

Back To Berlin To Confront The Dark Secrets Of The Past

A childhood in the shadow of the Holocaust

'I Never Knew That My Mother Escaped The Holocaust'
BBC’s Bargain Hunt star is selling Nazi memorabilia
Undercover Reporter Discovers Horrific Holocaust Denier Group In Southport
A TV audience will decide whether or not to destroy a painting by Hitler
Boy In The Stripes Pyjamas Author Sinks To New Low With The Melodramatic Sequel

Ukraine
Zelensky's Lies Can't Hide Ukraine's Bloody Role In The Holocaust - Opinion
United Hatzalah rescues Holocaust survivor from Lyman before Yom Kippur
Refugees have grown some Ukrainian cities’ dwindling Jewish communities, potentially forever

USA
The Jewish Teens Who Fought Back Against Hitler
History As It Happens: When America failed the Jews
Bill seeks congressional medal for WWII resistance
President Biden commemorates anniversary of Pittsburgh Synagogue shooting
New documentary honors those lost and speaks to survivors of 2018 Pittsburgh synagogue shooting
Why The 'Jewish Treachery' Of All Quiet On The Western Front Drove Joseph Goebbels Mad
A Jewish cabaret artist’s Egon Schiele paintings, stolen by the Nazis, will be auctioned for charity
Anti-Defamation League, Local Rabbis Denounce Nazi Imagery In State Senate Race
Governor Newsom Statement On Anti-Semitic Hate In Los Angeles
'Words matter': Anti-Semitism rhetoric can lead to hateful actions
Perry: GOP pundits and a Colorado newspaper sully themselves with their Nazi-socialism theatrics - Sentinel Colorado

Quibbling?
Holocaust Comparisons Are Frequent In U.S. Politics And Reflect A Shallow Understanding Of The Actual Genocide And The U.S. Response
Silverman: Who will speak out against Jew hatred? Against Trump?
House Democrats seek to censure Marjorie Taylor Greene over ‘Biden is Hitler’ comment
Massachusetts prosecutor reviewing all cases handled by cop exposed as Charlottesville Nazi: report
How Hitler’s Enablers Undid Democracy in Germany
How Hitler conspiracies and other Holocaust disinformation undermine democratic institutions
‘Not all Nazis were bad,’ Indiana school board candidate comments, drawing ire
An Indiana school board candidate who drew backlash for saying 'all Nazi's weren't bad' doubled down on his statement: 'I am correct'
A Colorado Republican hopes students connect the Nazis with socialism. Historians say he’s 'completely wrong.'

How GOP politics are swaying Holocaust history lessons in Colorado

Letters: The Nazis were fascists. Period.

Oklahoma leaders hope to stem swell of hate against Jewish community

Dr. Oz delivers speech in front of Adolf Hitler’s car

Column: A day of atonement — California congressman apologizes to Jewish congregants for Nazi remark

1911 Chagall painting stolen by Nazis to be auctioned next month in New York

How Oswego, NY Became a Haven for America’s Jewish Refugees during World War II

“Ninety Years Ago, This Book Tried to Warn Us”

Stewart Florsheim: Stolpersteine and the Holocaust - KQED

The ever-increasing miracle of Jewish survival

‘People Love Dead Jews’ author Dara Horn challenges Jewish trauma narrative

Why this S.F. survivor Holocaust supports universal basic income – J.

Holocaust Survivor becomes TikTok Star

TikToker uses platform to speak out against antisemitism, encourage Holocaust education

From Germany To Shanghai: A Holocaust Survivor's Story

Reasons to Forgive—or Not Forgive

My response to "Reasons to Forgive-- or Not Forgive"

Holocaust survivor who escaped synagogue massacre dies

Judah Samet was a mensch well before he survived the Tree of Life shooting

A survivor of the Holocaust and the Tree of Life massacre has died. He never lost hope in humanity

From Austria to Altamont, remembering Holocaust survivor Hedi McKinley

Council Bluffs Woman, 98, Worked To Educate Others About Holocaust

Council Bluffs woman who survived Holocaust passes away

Halina Silber, Holocaust Survivor Saved by Oskar Schindler, Dies at Age 93

Theo Richmond, Who Revived the Past in a Polish Shtetl, Dies at 93

Thomas Dicker Klein - Sent-trib

Historian Of The Holocaust Saul Friedlander Turns 90

Anne Frank's Next Diary Entries

American Islamists Mourn Cleric Who Defended Hitler and Called for Murdering Jews

Gift Given, One Left Behind
How a teenage photographer captured a vanishing world before the Holocaust

Recipes From The Survivors Of Auschwitz

A Holocaust survivor, a rescued family cookbook, and the taste of home

Rena Quint: A child survivor who lived despite all odds - Unpacked

Rena Quint, Child Survivor, Found Herself In Her Family History

Hidden child of the Holocaust shares her story

Laguna Woods resident endured horrors of Holocaust and got a fresh start in the U.S.

CU Boulder Hosts A Presentation By Holocaust Survivor Zev Harel

Westfield Chamber will welcome Holocaust survivor Frank Grunwald – Hamilton County Reporter

Crismon High students hear from Holocaust survivor

At 13, She Fled the Nazis. At 95, She Runs a Storied Bohemian Hotel

Holocaust Survivor to visit IUP Next Month

Boston Holocaust Museum Previewed In Peabody

BU Launches New Holocaust, Genocide, and Human Rights Major

Safe Haven Holocaust Refugee Shelter Museum Reopens Doors On Sunday

Temple Judea of Manhasset to dedicate Irving Roth Holocaust Resource Center - Community News - The Island 360

A New Holocaust Museum Is Coming to Arizona

UNO Announces Samuel Bak Museum: The Learning Center, Executive Director

Remembrance, hope and a note of warning at Long Grove Holocaust garden

Mark Schonwetter Holocaust Education Foundation H=Journey For The Living Challenge Announces Collaboration With Elon University

Humanities conference explores new techniques for teaching accurate history

Sunday Sitdown: Daffodil Project honors millions of children lost during Holocaust

'Just one clip,' Gahanna Lincoln students collect paper clips, honoring Holocaust victims

Steppic tells Holocaust story

I Am A Holocaust Survivor And A Retired NYC Teacher. Invite Me To Speak To Your Students

New generation of messengers will pass on lessons from the Holocaust

Center for Holocaust and Jewish Studies to welcome Dina Danon for lecture | Penn State University

Penn State Education Initiative Earns Prestigious NEH Grant

'The Boy Behind The Door:' Pittsburgh native's new book recalls the true story of a Holocaust survivor

MTSU's Holocaust Studies Speaker Shares Journey To Discover ‘hidden child’ Jewish Roots

#LastSeen Project shines light on untold Holocaust stories
Before The Holocaust: Sharing A Quiet Corner With Franz Kafka
Holocaust Institute To Co-Host Online Kristallnacht Commemoration Film
NPS approves Holocaust, genocide elective course
Wisconsin’s Holocaust education mandate needs more standardization
New Endowed Scholarship Will Honor Local Holocaust Survivor
WashU Photography Installation Honors Survivors of the Holocaust
Photo Display At Washington University Shows Faces Of The Holocaust We Can't Forget
Media Advisory: Holocaust exhibit preview with artist Luigi Toscano - The Source - Washington University in St. Louis
Work by Kalama student earns display in Seattle Holocaust museum
The haunting story of the 'Violins of Hope'
Violins from Holocaust on display at Maine Jewish Museum
Violins of Hope: Instruments played by Jewish musicians during Holocaust to be displayed in Pittsburgh
'Violins of Hope' helps Mainers remember the Holocaust through music
New Book Features Violins That Survived The Holocaust
Local Composer Brings ‘Voices’ of the Holocaust to Life | The Examiner News
Music Thwarted by the Holocaust Will Now Be Published
Balk reflects on Cleveland Leadership Center trip to Berlin
Following School Incident, 'Erase Hate' Continues To Inspire Students
Troubling Board of Education comment
Montana Public School Teachers Join New Holocaust Education Leadership Academy
'I Hope The New School Will Not Have Hatred' - Peperzak Shares Her Holocaust Story With Students Who Will Attend School Named In Her Honor
Positive People In Pinecrest
Rachel Linsky and a New Generation of Remembrance
Gap in children’s Holocaust literature filled by memoir of former ‘Mengele twin’
'This Is The Time To Learn About The Holocaust:', Numbers Not Erasing History Drives Certificate Removal
‘Homeland’ Star Mandy Patinkin To Narrate Podcast On German Jews
A Podcast About German Jews Hosted By Mandy Patinkin Is Coming Soon
‘The past echoes in the present’: A review of Ken Burns' 'The U.S. and the Holocaust'
Melinda Henneberger: Ken Burns' Holocaust Documentary Makes It Harder To Kid Ourselves About U.S. Culpability
Ken Burns' New Holocaust Documentary Has People Talking. Here's Why
Why The U.S. And The Holocaust Matters So Much To Documentarian Sarah Botstein

An American reckoning with the Holocaust

Could We Have Done More?

The Unheeded Warning

Pros and Cons of Ken Burns' Holocaust Documentary - San Diego Jewish World

A Holocaust Mystery: Ken Burns Gets Lost In A Bermuda Triangle

How Ken Burns Misuses the Holocaust

The U.S. Response To The Holocaust Was Part Of A Longer Pattern Of Appeasing Fascism

San Diego students in Holocaust documentary talk about profound experiences in Poland

"The Patient" creators on using Holocaust imagery when antisemitism is spiking: "It feels true"

My great-grandparents died in the Holocaust and were almost forgotten

The Holocaust As a Moral Choice: Part XI: “Clear Signs of Exhaustion”

American Unsung Hero of the Shoah: Stephen Klein Part XI: Steady stream of requests

The Holocaust as a Moral Choice: Part XII: Conclusion

Part XIII The Holocaust As a Moral Choice: Part XIII: “Doctors From Hell”

Montclair Film Festival To Screen Professors' Documentary

‘The Escape Artist’ Review: Sounding an Alarm on the Holocaust

“The Escape Artist” Book Review

They Fled The Hell Of Auschwitz But That Was Not The Only Catastrophe They Faced

Sam Rind and Jerry Elman on remarkable stories of surviving the Holocaust

First chapter of Mandel JCC’s 23rd Annual Jewish Book Festival set for Nov. 9 to Dec. 6

‘Plan A’ Review: Seeking Vengeance for the Holocaust

“A Classic Novel of the Nazis’ Rise That Holds Lessons for Today”

No Home at All?: On Kenneth B. Moss’s “An Unchosen People”

The Girl Who Sang: A Holocaust Graphic Memoir of Hope & Survival

The Utopian Horizon of Memory Art: A Conversation with Andreas Huyssen

New Book The Boy Behind The Door Captures Fear And Fortitude Of Dutch Boy Who Escaped The Nazis

Anti-War Novel Banned By Nazis Gets Netflix Revival Told Through German Eyes

Local librarian pens Holocaust-era novel

Children’s book details childhood experiences of World War II

Heights High seeking student testimonials about Holocaust education

Is Holocaust education possible on TikTok?
History comes alive for Wynn students
TU brings back 'Distinguished Lecture Series'

2022 Ann Arbor Jewish Book Festival | Detroit Jewish News

How much is a photo of persecuted Jews worth — and why would someone want to buy it?

Nazis Stole Two Paintings From a Jewish Cabaret Star. Now, His Heirs Are Selling Them

Opinion: When the world looked away from the Holocaust

Kevin Spacey says dad was ‘a neo-Nazi’ as he takes the stand to deny sex abuse claims
Kevin Spacey testifies in own defense, says his dad was neo-Nazi
Kevin Spacey denies sex abuse claims at NYC trial, says neo-Nazi dad kept him in the closet

Stoppard’s ‘Leopoldstadt’ tackles Holocaust, intermarriage, Zionism for NY audience

New Broadway play 'Leopoldstadt' looks at a large Jewish family in Vienna over a half century

Review: In Stoppard’s ‘Leopoldstadt,’ a Memorial to a Lost World
The missed opportunities of Tom Stoppard’s ‘Leopoldstadt’

How a Pro-Nazi Camp on Long Island Inspired a New Play

Filmmaker Behind Banned Holocaust Movie Sues Facebook, Meta for $700M

Mourning a failed escape from history for assimilated Jews
Rosh Hashana and Yom Kippur in Bavaria September 1945
‘Mitzvah Zecher Avot’—the good deed of remembering family - Jewish Community Voice

Berkeley's Version Of 'Ghetto Benches'
Hitler truck display at UC Berkeley alarms Jews in campus community – J.

A provocative ‘Hitler truck’ inflames tensions in Berkeley amid ‘Jew-free zones’ accusation
Ian survivors find Holocaust Torah undamaged on Sanibel - Jewish Press of Pinellas County

This Kasha Varnishkes Recipe Was Almost Lost In The Holocaust

Kanye West Blames the Jews - aish.com

‘Kanye is right about the Jews’ banner hung over LA highway
Kanye West Reportedly Wanted To Name Album After Hitler
Kanye West Had Hitler 'Obsession' – Praised Genocidal Fascist for His Achievements and Power: Report
Kanye West had Hitler 'obsession' for years say former colleagues

The Nazi history of Adidas, the sportswear giant that hasn’t dropped Kanye West over antisemitism
Adidas breaks ties with Kanye West amid mounting pressure over his antisemitic comments

Adidas Ends Kanye West Partnership Over Antisemitism, Hate Speech
Maybe Kanye West's declining offer to visit a Holocaust Museum is for the best - St. Louis Jewish Light

How Kanye West's Antisemitic Rants Expose a Much Deeper Issue

Holocaust Museum of LA flooded with antisemitic messages after offering Kanye West a private tour

LA Holocaust Museum Receives Torrent of Abuse After Kanye West Declines Invitation

Kanye West discusses schooling, Kim K and The Holocaust in Lex Fridman podcast

Josh Gad's grandparents survived the Holocaust. He says "silence is no longer an option" after Kanye West's antisemitic comments.

Holocaust survivor on Ye, 'This imbecile ought to be ashamed of himself'

Holocaust survivor reacts to recent antisemitism

If another Holocaust, 'I hope Ben Shapiro gets gassed first' - podcaster

Prominent Jewish YouTuber Ethan Klein makes Holocaust joke about Ben Shapiro, leading to his suspension

Beverly Hills police investigating antisemitic flyers left throughout city - WFIN Local News

Montclair parent shares daughter’s experience with antisemitism at school

Superintendent addresses antisemitism following incidents at middle school | Mercer Island Reporter

New UH Project Examines Hate Speech ‘Crisis’

All-time worst idea for a Halloween costume

Interview: ‘History is something you want to be on the right side of’

Museum Concerned about Risk of Genocide in Ethiopia

What the Holocaust reparations movement teaches us

Campaign to renovate Holocaust survivor's East County home

Blue Card Foundation, nonprofit that helps Holocaust survivors, returns to New York City Marathon as official sponsor

Vatican

Pope Francis welcomes opening of Jewish-Catholic center

Pope writes preface for Edith Bruck’s book “I am Francesco” - Vatican News

-------------------------------

PLEASE NOTE: Notices are provided for information purposes only. *Generations of the Shoah International* and its Coordinating Council members, agents and representatives make no representations, guarantees or warranties about the services offered, and any person considering whether or not to use those services relies entirely on his or her own investigation and evaluation of the services offered and assumes all risk and responsibility regarding the use of or failure to use those services.
We are happy to include news on events/projects in your local communities. If you want to tell us what you are doing, just send us an email at genshoah@gmail.com and we will print it in a future newsletter. We encourage you to share this newsletter with Holocaust survivors, their descendants and friends, and other interested people. To join GSI and receive future newsletters, to volunteer for/suggest a committee, to recommend a resource person or to submit a book recommendation or program information, contact us at genshoah@gmail.com or visit our website at www.genshoah.org.
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